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Ludman Industries Hosts Team of Russian Engineers 
Uralelecromed is Russia’s largest copper smelting company 

 
January 8, 2013, Milwaukee, WI — Ludman Industries producer of custom engineered Compactors and 
Briquetters hosted a team of engineers from Russia’s largest Copper Smelting Company, Uralelectromed.  The 
engineers were here to inspect and witness the assembly of the briquetter and roll assembly removal system. 
 
Uralelectromed is to take delivery of the model #4034 briquetter in January 2013.  The Ludman Industries 
custom built, high performance model # 4034 Briquetting machine is capable of producing 50 metric tons / hour 
of copper sulfide briquettes to be used in the copper smelting process.  
 
“Each Ludman Briquetter and/or Compactor is custom engineered to meet the various demands of each 
individual client,” says James Lenahan, CEO of Ludman Industries.  “The engineering team from 
Uralelectromed visited to witness assembly of their model #4034 Briquetting machine.” 
 
“The Russian engineers commented that they were extremely impressed with the operations of our Milwaukee 
facility,” says Alan Severns, Vice President of sales.  “They were especially impressed with our engineers and 
assembly teams’ ability to seamlessly manufacture and assemble all the intricate parts of such an impressive 
machine.” 
 
 “The expansion of the Ludman Industries distribution to Russian sets Ludman Industries as one of the world’s 
largest international supplier of custom designed and built compactors and briquetters,” commented James 
Lenahan. “We look forward to a long and prosperous relationship with Uralelectromed.” 
 
Ludman Industries (formerly known as Ludman Machine Company), at 4810 North 124th Street, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, founded in 1968, is a global manufacturer of Compactors, Briquetters, Granulators and Flaking & 
Shredding Mills.  Providing complete agglomeration process solutions from testing, design and production 
through distribution to customer support. Forging innovation, building quality, Ludman Industries is a world 
leader in the mining, wastewater treatment, farming, chemical and food industries.  
 
 For additional information, visit our website at www.ludman.net or contact the Marketing Department at 414-
431-3500 or email sales@ludman.net. 
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